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Abstract - This work analyses the
soundness of two algorithms, Fishsint and
Almexp to improve images using the
Richardson-Lucy (RL) algorithm under a
varying Point Spread Function (PSF) along
the iterations. A plethora of methods based
on Richardson-Lucy has published, but no
further proposal involving such an
alternative has published. However, the
unnamed predecessor of Fishsint addressed
only small size synthetic images under a
blind fashion procedure, Fishsint and
Almexp employs an algorithm Wdet to
determine the initial PSF and all subsequent
values after each iteration respectively.
Fishsint performs a loop, where the last
determined PSF improves the previously
obtained image and vice-versa. Its original
unnamed version has modified in the present
work by entering a previously determined
initial PSF to accelerate the convergence.
The algorithm Almexp, as well, uses the
algorithm Wdet to determine the PSF of the
last obtained image to deconvolve itself.
Therefore, whereas the Fishsint unnamed
predecessor used an initial guess PSF,
chosen by the customer, Almexp determines
the PSF always through the algorithm Wdet.
Fishsint and Almexp furnish final images,
which outperform those obtained with the
original Richardson-Lucy approach working

under a constant PSF along the iterations.
Hence, in order to carry out a comparison
between their performances, all the
algorithms have embedded into an ad hoc
written Fortran 90 program. The results
corroborate the soundness of a varying PSF
along the iterations with the Richardson
Lucy algorithm.
Keywords: Richardson-Lucy, varying PSF,
image improvement, neutron radiography
1. INTRODUCTION
Images, disregarding the features of their
acquisition systems, are impaired by
spoiling agents such as blur, noise, and
statistical fluctuation, which degrade their
qualities. The impact of agents of systematic
character, like blur, may be mitigated by a
proper unfolding procedure, but as an
inverse problem, this approach faces hard
obstacles, including ill-conditioned matrices,
and a lack of knowledge of their
characteristics. Since a full characterization
of the Point Spread Function (PSF) –
responsible for the degradation – is a hard
task, an image restoration has to rely on
partial information provided by the image
itself. In this work, it is referred as PSF,
PSF-width or w. With a known PSF, an
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image restoration may carry out using the
Richardson-Lucy (RL) iterative algorithm,
Richardson (1972), Lucy (1974), for
instance. This is a much-employed
procedure, thanks to its well-known
favorable features, such as granted
convergence to the most likely primordial
unknown image, simplicity, and robustness.
Its original version improves the quality of
an image through a deconvolution over its
whole area, and along the iterations with a
constant PSF.
An image nevertheless, usually
exhibits a variable spatial resolution over its
surface, as ruled by the characteristics of the
object itself, and its related acquisition
system. Techniques to get the PSF from the
information provided by the blurred image
itself, include image statistics, e.g., Anger,
Goldstein, Kaestner, and more frequently
knife-edge functions, e.g. Wang and Zhong.
Yet, not every image exhibits proper edges,
and even if it does, the blur depends upon
the arrangement source-object-detector.
Hence, only approaches contemplating an
image as a whole could properly used to
assess its spatial resolution pattern. In order
to cope with this constraint, the correcting
unfolding function should be rather
spatially-variant.
Some techniques have proposed to
face this scenario. Nagy, addressing images
of the Hubble Space Telescope, split them
into different regions according to their
specific resolutions, convolved them, and
performed a final unfolding afterwards. Lee
decomposed the image into blocks applying
the proper PSF to each of them, before
combining them again into a single image.

Thiébaut made a short review of the existing
models dealing with a spatially-variant PSF.
Nonetheless, even with a representative PSF
pattern, an inadequate feature remains,
namely, the use of a constant value (for each
image region) for unfolding, while the
image would be continuously improving.
This means that the image would being
deconvolved with a shifted PSF-width.
Another way to deal with a spatially
variant PSF is blind deconvolution, which
retrieves simultaneously the PSF and the
most likely primordial image, e.g. Kundur
and Perrone. Unfortunately, this approach
lacks robustness and it is well known that it
may return the same input image and a Dirac
delta function as PSF.
Fish
worked
out
a
blind
deconvolution by means of the RichardsonLucy algorithm to face this shortcoming. An
improved version of this procedure has
programmed in this work, which is named
Fishsint. This iterative procedure adjusts the
PSF width prior to each image
deconvolution, overcoming thus the
inadequacy of a constant PSF along the
iterations. The original work by Fish dealt
only with small synthetic images of virtual
flat objects, i.e., they do not exhibit the
typical spatially-variant blur arising from
real 3D objects, whereas Fishsint addresses
synthetic and experimental large size images
of actual objects.
Almeida (2019) proposed an
algorithm to improve images using a varying
PSF along the iterations. It is named
Almexp, with the PSF-widths assessed
through another algorithm Wdet, developed
by Almeida (1993). It determines the PSFwidths from a global contrast exhibited by
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the deconvolved image themselves. These
widths, producing the best image for each
deconvolution,
are
assigned
as
representatives of all different values
occurring over the entire image surface. The
algorithms Fishsint and Almexpuse a
varying PSF along the iterations, but their
techniques are utterly different. The present
work addresses a comparison between these
methods, by using neutron radiographs of
two objects. This kind of image has its own
intrinsic features, which led to the
development of specific techniques to
improve it, e.g., Hussey, as reviewed by
Kaestener,
which
shares
many
characteristics with other kind of images,
constituting then a suitable choice.
Despite the potential capability of a
RL algorithm with a varying PSF along the
iterations, no further research has done since
then. Along a deconvolution with an original
RL algorithm under a constant PSF, the
resulting image has a better quality than its
predecessor, until a constant spatial
resolution is reached. This means that each
image of the set has a different PSF.
As well known, a primordial image is
degraded by the PSF of its acquisition
system, incorporating thus its features. Such
a convolution, would be in principle fully
undone with the correct PSF. Unfortunately,
this procedure constitutes an inverse
problem which can be mathematically
solved only for very minuscule image
matrices. For large enough to be usable
images however, the arithmetic dispersion
produces
ill-conditioned
matrices,
precluding thus the solution of the linear
system. This led to the development of
iterative procedures, such as the Richardson-

Lucy algorithm. This algorithm, as the blind
deconvolution procedure, yields the most
likely primordial image, not the primordial
image itself. The work by Almeida (2019),
using a varying PSF along the iterations as
well, furnishes the most likely primordial
image, but better images under shorter
processing times.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A general view of the programs and their
relationships, aiming at a comparison
between their outcomes, as well as, a
corroboration of the of the proposed
Richardson-Lucy algorithm using a varying
PSF along the iterations, is shown in Fig. 1.
The original unnamed algorithm Fish et.al.
(1995), has been merged with algorithm
Wdet, producing the improved algorithm
Modified Fish (Algorithm Fishsint) which
differs from its predecessor by its previously
determined initial PSF (reducing the
processing
time)
and
by
varying
independently the parameters m and n
(accelerating the convergence). As this work
addresses the comparison of two different
approaches, a brief description of them is
carried out for the sake of self-containment
and completeness.
The images used for this purpose are
the thermal neutron radiograph of a
mechanical pocket chronometer shown in
Fig. 2, with its photo, where the case has
removed to expose the gears and that of an
old-fashioned film camera. After exposure,
the development is carried out with the 50
m spot size laser of a FUJIFILM BAS2500 IP-Reader, and the image matrices are
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transferred to the algorithms to deconvolve
them.

Fig.2: Thermal neutron radiograph of a pocket
chronometer (right). A conventional photo (left),
with the metallic case removed, is also shown
for reference.

2.1. Algorithm Fishsint

Fig. 1: General view of the programs used in this
work. The Modified Fishis an improvement of
the original Fish et al (1995) which allows the
entering of an initial PSF determined by Wdet,
and parameters m and n to vary independently.

These radiographs have acquired at
the main port of a research thermal neutron
reactor, with a neutron-sensitive imaging
plate. Three important features should
emphasize regarding these images. First,
they come from 3D objects placed between
a virtual surface neutron source and the
detector placed at a defined clearance.
Second, the neutron beam has a non-zero
divergence due to its finite L/D ratio (i.e.,
the ratio between the source-detector
clearance (L) and the width D of a square
source) of 20,Souza et al(2016).Third, the
image is noisy, due to the statistical
fluctuation and electronic noise introduced
by the equipment.

This approach employs an iterative
procedure, where PSF and image are
simultaneously determined after the scheme
sketched in Fig. 3. Besides the use of a real
image, the impact of the parameters m and n
upon the quality of the final image, not
specifically addressed by Fish et al (1995),
are here analyzed.
Initial image and PSF guesses are fed
into a RL algorithm, which after n iterations
yields the PSF gk. This PSF then
deconvolves m times the original image,
producing the image fk, which is transferred
to the superior block to produce a better
value of gk. The formalisms to correct PSF
and image from their predecessors are
shown in equations (1) and (2) respectively.
The index i refers to the specific cycle
constituted by the pair of PSF and image
determinations. As readily seen, eq. (2) is
the known expression for the conventional
RL algorithm, where the original image is
expressed as c(x,y), and eq. (1) its inverse.
The convolution is represented by the
symbol ⊗. After determination, the PSF gk
may undergo a fit with a given kernel, prior
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to its application to the bottom block to
assess f k.
 
 k

c ( x, y )
k −1
gik+1 ( x, y ) =   k
  f ( − x, − y )  . g i ( x, y )
k −1
  gi ( x, y )  f ( x, y ) 


(1)
𝑘
(𝑥, 𝑦) = {[
𝑓𝑖+1

𝑐(𝑥,𝑦)

]⊗

𝑓𝑖𝑘 (𝑥,𝑦)⊗𝑔𝑘 (𝑥,𝑦)

𝑔k (−𝑥, −𝑦)} . 𝑓𝑖𝑘 (𝑥, 𝑦)

(2)

furnish the best final image. After each
deconvolution, the PSF-width of the
resulting image is determined by using the
same algorithm Wdet, and the new PSF used
to deconvolve the last obtained image. The
procedure is repeated until Gdoes not
change significantly. For the sake of selfcontainment and clarity of this work, the
equations to determine Gare given as
follows:
M N
 M N

G =  u (i, j ). (i, j )  .  u (i, j ). 1 −  (i, j ) 
 i =1 j =1
  i =1 j =1


−1

(3)

where,

(i,j) =  foru(i,j)>um
(i,j) = 
M

for u (i,

j )  um

i =1 j =1

Fig.3:Semi-blind deconvolution based on
Richardson-Lucy algorithm after Fish (1995).
The original scheme has been slightly modified
and named algorithm Fishsint to allow different
values for m and n, kept identical in the original
work.

2.2. Algorithm Almexp
This algorithm works as well, with a varying
PSF along the iterations, but under a
different mechanism. The PSF width of all
images are determined through their own
global contrast G, after the algorithm Wdet.
Further details can found elsewhere,
Almeida (2013). The related profile of the
original neutron radiograph of the
chronometer is shown in Fig.4. The abscissa
(1.50 pixels) of the maximum G is assigned
as the best PSF-width, i.e., that which
applied to deconvolve the image, would

(5)

N

um = ( M .N ) . u(i, j )
−1

(4)

(6)

M, N = No. of columns and lines of the
image matrix.
u(i,j) = Pixel value at the coordinates (i,j).

Fig.4: Profile to determine the best w (abscissa
of the highest contrast) for deconvolution of the
neutron radiograph of the chronometer, after
algorithm Wdet.

Algorithms Fishsint and Almexp use
the original image as initial guess– for this
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accelerates the convergence – and an initial
PSF-width furnished by Wdet. As for the
subsequent PSFs, however, they differ
substantially. Whereas Fishsint works after
equations (1-2), Almexp works after
equations (3-6), as ruled by Wdet, which
yields a PSF-width representing a kind of
PSF averaging over the entire image area. A
Gaussian function has been used as kernel.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The unnamed original algorithm by Fish, did
not address the impact of parameters m and
n–which were kept identical – upon the final
image quality. This is done in this work
through the improved algorithm Fishsint as
follows.
3.1.Impact of the parameters m and n
upon the final image quality
The original unnamed algorithm by Fish
required a guess PSF to initiate the process.
Conservatively, a large PSF-width (55
pixels) is employed here to assure an
unbiased choice. Additionally, the n/m ratio
is allowed to vary within the range 0.2 to 20,
as done by Fishsint. As shown in Fig.5, the
profiles PSF width x Cycle No., decay more
steeply, and reach lower levels when the n/m
ratio increases. Therefore, a straightforward
conclusion, regardless the initial PSF-width,
is to employ high n/m ratios to accelerate the
convergence, as corroborated by the related
images. In other words, it is more effective
to apply the computation efforts to improve
the intermediate PSFs rather than the images
themselves.

Fig. 5: Impact of the number of cycles upon the
PSF-width for different n and m iterations per
cycle, for an initial guess Point Spread Function
- PSF of 55 (left). The asymptotic values of the
PSF-width correspond to the resolution of the
final images (right).

3.2. Overall comparison
The final chronometer images obtained with
algorithms Fishsint and Almexp, are shown
in Fig. 6, exhibiting feeble differences. Yet,
it can be noticed that both algorithms yield
slightly better images than the conventional
Richardson Lucy working under a constant
PSF width along the iterations.

Fig.6: Original radiograph and final images
furnished by the Richardson-Lucy, Fishsint and
Almexp algorithms. The last two ones exhibit
equivalent quality, outperforming slightly that
arising from the conventional Richardson-Lucy
algorithm.

The feeble differences between the
qualities of the images presented in Fig. 6,
are most likely due to the short PSF-width
range, which precludes the full capability of
a varying PSF along the iterations. In order
to address the impact of a broader spatial
resolution range upon the performance of
the algorithms, an old-fashioned film camera
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has additionally used as test-object. Due to
its larger thickness (45 mm) than the
chronometer (12 mm), it casts an image with
a best PSF-width of 3.02 pixels, –
determined by algorithm Wdet– as shown in
Fig 7.
This best PSF refers to the original
acquired image, i.e, it reflects the PSF-width
of the acquisition system. When using the
original Richardson-Lucy algorithm, this
width will kept along all the iterative
procedure. For Fishsint and Almexp, this
value is used only for the 1st iteration. The
subsequent widths would be computed by
the algorithms themselves.
The results in Fig. 8 show that the
algorithms employing a varying PSF along
the iterations outperform that furnished by
the conventional Richardson-Lucy algorithm.
All images have been processed with 10
iterations (10 cycles for algorithm Fishsint),
and afterwards equalized to assure an
unbiased comparison. One can notice some
artefacts in the Richardson-Lucy image, not
observed in those from Fishsint and Almexp.

subsequent PSFs would be determined by the
algorithms Fishsint and Almexp themselves.

One can observe that the profile in
Fig. 7 exhibits less ripple than that in Fig.4.
Furthermore, the PSF width –as defined by
the maximum G–is higher (3.02 instead of
1.5).Two features are responsible for these
differences. First, the profile from Fig. 4 arises
from a small size image (259x259 pixels)
whereas the profile from Fig. 7 arises from a
777x777 pixels image. Second, the object of

Fig. 2 (pocket chronometer) has a thickness
of 12 mm, whereas that from Fig.8 (film
camera) has a thickness of 45 mm. Hence,
the film camera casts an image on the
detector with a larger PSF-width range than
the pocket chronometer. Indeed, the larger
the object-detector gap, the larger blur.

Fig. 8: Original image and the deconvolved ones
with algorithms Richardson-Lucy, Fishsint and
Almexp.

Fig. 7: Profile to determine the best initial PSF w,
for deconvolution of the neutron radiograph of
the film camera, after algorithm Wdet. The

The original work by Fish (1995)
addressed solely small size synthetic images.
Moreover, the blur degrading the images
were not spatially variant– as expected from
there alones – since a constant PSF-width
has been used to blur the primordial images.
In the present work, no trial has been carried
out to replicate those results–for many
parameters were missing– focusing rather on
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real images, addressing thus, those authors
remark; "It's hoped that this research can be
extended to real images…”.It can be
concluded that the algorithm Fishsint
performs reasonably well, demanding
nevertheless, a large CPU time, unless a
suitable initial guess PSF been entered. Even
so, it requires a longer processing time than
Almexp, for the PSF matrices are as large as
the image matrices themselves, whereas the
PSF matrices of Almexp can be much
smaller due to the quick decay of the
Gaussian kernel toward its tails. Algorithm
Almexp outperforms both Fishsint and
Richardson-Lucy.
5. CONCLUSION
The soundness of a Richardson-Lucy (RL)
algorithm working under a varying Point
Spread Function– PSF along the iterations
has analyzed. For this purpose, two
algorithms Fishsint and Almexp have
embedded into an ad hoc written Fortran 90
program. Fishsint, is an improved version
developed in this work from the original
algorithm by Fish(1995) – which dealt
solely with small synthetic images – to
expand it to process large experimental
images. Almexp, by Almeida (2019), as
Fishsint, processes images under a varying
PSF along the iterations, but works with an
utterly different technique, namely a global
contrast approach. Actual thermal neutron
radiographs cast by two different objects on
a neutron sensitive imaging plate have
employed to compare the performance of the
algorithms. Both algorithms work well,
outperforming the image quality furnished
by the original Richardson-Lucy using its
conventional constant PSF along the

iterations. Yet, since Fishsint employs PSF
matrices as large as the images themselves,
the processing time may be extended to
unfeasible values, especially for a large
initial guess PSF. To overcome this
drawback, avoiding concomitantly a biased
initial guess value, a third program Wdet,
after Almeida (2013) – which has
incorporated to Fishsint–determines a
suitable initial PSF width.
The corroboration that a RichardsonLucy algorithm, operating under a varying
PSF along the iterations yields sound and
better results, opens a field to apply it, as
Fishsint or Almexp, to a great number of
existing procedures, based on the RL
algorithm, aiming at a better overall
performance.
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